Introduction
Although the three scriptural religions Judaism, Christianity, and Islam offi cially put a theological ban on the iconographic depiction of their god, a superfi cial glance at the history of these religious systems suffi ces to show that in them an image of the divine prevails that is formed along the Genesis concept of "in the image of the human". On closer investigation, of course, it becomes apparent that the underlying model is not anthropomorphic but ultimately andromorphic ("in the image of the masculine"). Th ereby, societal conditions and relations of power are transferred to the image of the divine.
Along with the question of the divine gender comes the question of divine bodiliness. Th is involves the theological problem that the god cannot be conceptualized anymore as a transcendent god who is beyond the material, created world, but as a god whose bodiliness is immanent to the world. In fact, this alternative underlies the heated discussions about pantheism-or, in a weaker form, panentheism-that since the early modern period have occupied Western theology and philosophy. At the one end of the spectrum we fi nd theological doctrines that insist on God's transcendence and thus on his being bodiless and genderless; at the other end we see "materializations" of the divine in the created world, as in pantheistic models of interpretation. 1 1 Such an idealtypical construction of two poles should of course not hide the fact that theological and philosophical discourse has produced a number of concepts that claim to solve exactly this problem. Th e philosophies of F.W. Schelling and G.W.F. Hegel, for instance, can be read as systematic attempts to unite in one philosophical model the immanence and visibility of the divine on the one hand, and its detachment and transcendence on the other.
As will become clearer in my discussion, these alternatives are themselves part of a discourse of gender; it is not by chance that the bodiliness and sexuality of the divine are particularly stressed in concepts of divine femininity-as in the modern goddess movements-; at the same time, God's transcendence and the independence of his mind are masculine stereotypes that are informed by an androcentric image.
Despite the androcentric orientation of Jewish and Christian images of god there have been several attempts in European history of religion to conceptualize the femininity of the divine, either as a counter-model against the masculine god or as a gender polarity that ultimately aims at transcending the bodiliness of the divine altogether. While in Christianity the fi gure of Mary could take on divine features, 2 in Judaism discourses on the body and gender of the divine very oft en crystallized around the concept of the Shekhinah. 3 In a history that lasts more than two-thousand years-even though during the fi rst one thousand years the concept had no pronounced feminine signifi cance-the idea of the Shekhinah has been given a variety of diff erent meanings and has been infl uential in many diff erent ways. Th erefore, this idea is a good yardstick for the construction of femininity, which provided possibilities of identifi cation and role models for women and men in concrete societal contexts.
Th e following analysis is based on interpretational approaches in gender studies that are informed by theories of discourse and by poststructuralist refl ections. Th ese, in turn, are responses to older concepts prominent in gender studies. Th ere can be no doubt that the analytical distinction between the biological "sex" and the socially constructed "gender" in the 1960s and 1970s was an important step toward a better understanding of what can be termed the cultural production of gender and bodiliness. Th at distinction, however, has itself been critically addressed by subsequent generations of scholars. Joan W. Scott, for instance, demonstrated that although the distinction between "sex" and "gender" intended to overcome binary models of masculinity and femininity, it ultimately perpetuated them.
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